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I. ABSTRACT OF RESEARCH TO DATE
The general program represents an extension and generalization
of an earlier program dealing chiefly with telluric gases. The basic
instrumentation includes three Perkin-Elmer Model 112 spectrometers
equipped with prisms to cover the range between the visible and
40 microns, one Perkin-Elmer Model 421 grating instrument for the
2- to 18 micron region, and a Perkin-Elmer Model 301 far-infrared
spectrograph for the region 12 to 330 microns; this basic instrumentation
was supplied by Kansas State University.
The initial stages of the research were involved with a test
of Burch's law of multiplicative transmittance for mixed absorbing
gases when their lines are broadened by H and He, which are constituents
of the atmospheres of the major planets. The results, which have
resulted in journal publication, indicate that the multiplicative law
as originally formulated can be applied with confidence.
The broadening of individual lines in the CO fundamental by
various gases has been investigated. The results indicate that the
ratio of the "self-broadening ability" of CO to the "line-broadening
ability" of foreign gases is greater for lines in the band wings than
for lines near the band center when the molecular mass of the broadener
is less than that of CO. The results have been interpreted in terms
of a phenomenological theory. Studies of the relative line broadening
abilities of foreign gases have provided information that can be used
to provide optical collision cross sections for individual lines in
the CO fundamental.
Other work has been done on the determination of line strength
S and half-width for individual CO lines as a function of temperature.
The results at reduced temperatures indicate (1) that line strengths
S can be satisfactorily predicted by the Herman-Wallis expression but
(2) that at very low temperatures the line half-widths y differ
markedly from values calculated by applying the "hard-sphere" approximations
-/ °of kinetic theory to values of & measured at NPT. This work is being
continued.
Measurements of total band absorptance / A(>')dT^  as a function of
absorber thickness w and total effective pressure P have been made
at various temperatures T for bands of CO and N»0. This work is
being extended to various other planetary gases.
Attempts have been made to develop a phenomenological theory of
line broadening that will adequately account for the phenomena we
have observed for the CO fundamental and those reported for more highly
polar gases. This theory has been successful in accounting for the
variation of line half-wdith with line number observed in our work
on CO and in the studies of HCl-line broadening conducted in other
laboratories. The results have been summarized in a journal
article.
Laboratory measurements of nitric-acid vapor absorptance have
been compared with balloon measurements at the University of Denver
in arriving at an estimate of the quantity of nitric acid vapor
present in the earth's atmosphere in the region of the ozone layer.
Funds from university sources have been used to purchase a partially
completed high resolution spectrograph for use in the region between
2 microns and 5 microns. The instrument has now been completed at
Kansas State University. Preliminary tests show that resolution has
been reached nearing 50 percent of the Rayleigh limit at amplifier
gains and spectrograph slitwidths that can be employed in routine operation.
The high-resolution spectrograph has been used to measure the line
strengths and self-broadening parameters in the v,. fundamental of C00
•J £*
at laboratory temperature and at a reduced temperature approximating that
of the Martian atmosphere. Similar studies have been made for the lines
in the CO fundamental for self-broadening and for broadening by CO- under
conditions similar to those encountered on Mars.
The line strengths S and self-broadening parameters y of lines
in the v fundamental of N~0 have been measured and compared with
earlier values based on earlier S values based on measured band strength
and the Herman-Wallis expression and values of y calculated on the
basis of the Anderson theory of line broadening. The results of
this study have been incorporated in a doctoral dissertation by
L. D. Tubbs.
In view of the importance of ammonia in condensed states in the
atmospheres of the Jorian planets, we have attempted to determine
the optical constants n and n. of liquid ammonia in the infrared.
A paper on the subject has been presented for journal publication.
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II. PROGRESS DURING THIS REPORT PERIOD
A. Absorption-Line Broadening
The papers on absorption-line broadening of CO and CO at
telluric and Martian temperatures have been published in the Journal
of the Optical Society of America; reprints of the papers are appended.
The paper on foreign-gas broadening of N_0 absorption lines has been
published in Applied Optics; a reprint of the paper is appended.
New high-resolution work on the strengths and half-widths of
lines in the v fundamental of N_0 has been completed and presented
in a doctoral dissertation by L. D. Tubbs.
B. Studies of Particulate Constituents of Planetary Atmospheres
The work on liquid ammonia in the range between 1.6 and 30 micro-
meters has been completed. An article summarizing the results has
been submitted to the Journal of the Optical Society of America;
a copy of the manuscript is appended to this report.
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IV. PLANS FOR THE NEXT REPORT PERIOD
A. The work on N~0 will be continued.
B. Improvements on the high-resolution instrument will be
made with a view to improving its stability at low
temperatures.
C. Preliminary work will be done on solid ammonia.
D. A conference will be held with Dr. James Pollack and
others at the Ames Research Center regarding NASA
problems of mutual interest.
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Broadening of Infrared Absorption Lines at Reduced Temperatures:
Carbon Dioxidef
LLOYD D. TUBES AND DUDLEY WILLIAMS
Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66503
(Received 29 July 1971)
An evacuated high-resolution Czerny-Turner spectrograph, which is described in this paper, has been
used to determine the strengths 5 and self-broadening parameters 7° for lines in the R branch of the »3
fundamental of 12C16O2 at 298 and at 207 K. The values of 7° at 207 K are greater than those to be expected
on the basis of a fixed collision cross section a. The approximate ratio of the measured cross sections for a
given line is a-(Ti)/<r(T1) = Ti/Ti; although this relation holds for the average of all lines measured, the
cross-section ratio is greater than the temperature ratio for lines near the band center and less than the
temperature ratio for lines in the wings of the band.
INDEX HEADINGS: Infrared; Absorption; Spectra.
Carbon dioxide is an important constituent of the
atmospheres of Venus, the earth, and Mars. Knowledge
of the strengths and widths of its collision-broadened
absorption lines in the infrared is important in gaining
understanding of the heat balances of the earth and
Venus and in making valid estimates of the composition
of the extremely thin Martian atmosphere. In earlier
studies at ambient laboratory temperatures, Madden1
determined the strengths and the self-broadening
parameters for selected lines in thev-i fundamental, and
Burch, Gryvnak, and Patty2 determined these quan-
tities for the 02°3 combination band. If the line strengths
at one temperature are known, the line strengths at
other temperatures can be calculated.3 However, for
the variation of collisional line broadening with tem-
perature, no satisfactory and readily applicable theories
have been developed; Goldring and Benesch,4 Hoover,5
and Ely and McCubbin6 demonstrated the failure of
the hard-sphere approximation based on simple kinetic
theory. The purpose of the present study was to deter-
mine the line strengths and self-broadening parameters
for lines in the v$ fundamental at ambient laboratory
temperature and at a reduced temperature comparable
with that of the Martian atmosphere.
GENERAL METHOD
The true spectral transmittance of an absorbing gas
is given by Lambert's law, T'(v) = exp[—k(v)w°~], where
k(v) is the absorption coefficient and w° is the absorber
thickness
(1)
where pa is the partial pressure of the absorbing gas in
atm, 2 is the path length in cm, and T is the Kelvin
temperature of the gas. For a collision-broadened line,
the absorption coefficient can be approximated7 by the
Lorentz expression,
where vo is the central frequency of the line, 7 is the
half-width of the line between frequencies at which
k(v)=k(v<>)/2, and the line strength S = fk(v)dv de-
pends upon the transition probabilities between the
initial and final states and upon the populations of
these states.
The half-widths of rotational lines under atmospheric
conditions are smaller than the spectral slit widths of
most ir spectrometers; therefore, the true spectral
absorptance A'(v) = \ — T'(v) is not equal to the mea-
sured spectral absorptance A(v). However, it has been
shown theoretically8'9 and experimentally7'10 that the
equivalent width
I
= / A'(v)dv
of an isolated line is within certain limits, independent
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of spectral slit width. Utilizing this result, we can write
W= I A'(v)dv= /{l-expO/feWW]}^
v, (3)= f
where the limits of integration include the entire range
of measurable absorptance associated with the line.
For a lorentzian line, the value of W is given by
= 2iryL(x), (4)
where L(x) is the Ladenberg-Reiche function11 with
argument x=*Sw<*/2iry. Values of L(x) have been tabu-
lated by Kaplan and Eggers12 for values of x between
0 and 50. However, for certain regions of line growth,
W can be approximated by
W = Sw° for *«1 (linear region), (5)
W = 2(Sw°y)^ for aCS>l (square-root region). (6)
In the present study, we have determined line
strengths 5 from measurements in the linear region, in
which we used a short absorption cell, small absorber
thicknesses w°, and large total pressures obtained by
the addition of N2. The product Sy was obtained from
measurements in the square-root region, in which we
used pure C02 in a longer cell at pressures sufficiently
low to avoid serious overlap of adjacent lines. From the
two sets of measurements, we can determine both S
and y; in the table presented later, we summarize our
7 measurements for each line in terms of a single
parameter y°, which is equal to the value of y to be
expected for a pure CC>2 sample at a pressure of 1
atm=1.01X106N/m2-
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
In order to determine S and 7° by the method just
described, it is necessary to use a spectrograph with a
sufficiently high resolving power to separate rotational
lines, a stable source of radiant flux, and a detector-
amplifier system whose output is strictly proportional
P-7»-
M6
n
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the source assembly and
the Czerny-Turner spectrograph.
FIG. 2. The components of the absorption cell designed
for work at reduced temperatures.
to the flux reaching the detector and which is capable
of providing a high signal-to-noise ratio. Commercially
available spectrographs equipped with thermocouple
detectors are suitable for studies of HC1 and CO
spectra, in which the rotational lines are widely spaced,
but are usually not suitable for larger molecules
like C02.
The specially constructed, evacuated Czerny-Turner
spectrograph used in the present study is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Radiant flux from the Nernst
glower NS passes through the sample SA to mirrors
MI, M2, Ms, and M4, which produces an image of the
source at the entrance slit Si of the spectrograph. From
Si, the flux passes to collimating mirror MB, which
directs a collimated beam to the grating G. The dis-
persed radiation proceeds to condensing mirror Me,
which forms an image of the entrance slit at the inter-
mediate slit S2 after reflection by M7. From S2, the flux
is directed by M8 for a second incidence on the grating
and eventual focus at exit slit 83. The desired flux
emerging from 83 passes through filter F and is directed
by an off-axis ellipsoidal mirror, not shown in the figure,
to detector D.
System components NS and SA are located in a
source tank, which is evacuated by a separate,vacuum
pump and can be opened without breaking the vacuum
in the main tank. After trying out various source control
circuits, we ended by operating the Nernst glower in
series with a tungsten ballast lamp and utilizing the
output of a constant-voltage transformer; the resulting
source stability is comparable with that attained by
means of more sophisticated techniques. The sample
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FIG. 3. Typical spectral transmittance curves. Panel A: trans-
mittance of a pure COj sample for a total pressure of 0.18 torr
and an effective path length of 2000 cm. Panel B: transmittance
of CO2 at a partial pressure of 3.27 torr in a 0.5-cm cell with Nz
added to give a total pressure of 1 atm. Panel C: transmittance
of pure COj at a pressure of 20 torr in a 10-cm absorption cell.
space SA is sufficiently large to accommodate absorption
cells 30 cm long.
The construction of the absorption cells is shown
schematically in Fig. 2. The cell windows, circular
plates B of sapphire 3.8 cm in diameter, were bonded to
kovar sleeves A by the Varian's Eimac Division; the
kovar sleeves were in turn silver-soldered to heavy
copper plates D. The central portions of the absorption
cells consist of heavy tubular copper inserts, one of
which is shown in Fig. 2. These inserts are equipped
with recessed grooves C for use with Teflon-coated
cryogenic 0-rings supplied by Tec Seal Corporation.
The window assemblies are attached to the central
portions by means of threaded tie rods passing through
holes near the periphery as suggested in Fig. 2. The
central inserts are also equipped with copper tubes
through which sample gases can be introduced and
with small wells into which thermocouples can be
inserted for temperature measurements. Thermocouples
are also attached to the end plates of the cell.
After the cells had been assembled, they were inserted
into close-fitting copper cooling jackets. Cooling was
accomplished by circulating cold dry nitrogen through
copper tubes which are soft-soldered to the outer
surface of the cooling jackets. Cell temperatures were
monitored by means of copper-constantan thermo-
couples attached to the insert portions and end plates
of the absorption cells. Temperature gradients in the
absorption cells were minimized by proper distribution
of cooling tubes on the copper jackets; the jackets
extend well beyond the ends of the absorption cells.
Cell temperatures were controlled by adjustment of
the flow of the cold nitrogen through the coils attached
to the cooling jacket.
In passing from SA to MI in Fig. 1, the radiant flux
passes through a CaF2 window in the wall of the main
vacuum tank and is periodically interrupted at a fre-
quency of 1000 Hz by a tuning-fork-controlled radiation
chopper C. Spherical mirrors M5 and M6 are 32 cm in
diameter and have a focal length of 215 cm. Grating G
is an aluminized 15.4 by 20.6-cm Bausch & Lomb
replica having 3000 lines/cm with a blaze angle of
35°52' and is used in first order. The grating is rotated
by a tangent drive operated by a 5-cm precision mi-
crometer screw supplied by Boeckler Instruments; this
relatively short screw can be positioned at different
suitable locations by means of a kinematic mounting
when different spectral regions are being scanned. The
precision screw is advanced by a gear assembly operated
by a stepping motor turning at rates as slow as one step
in 20 s and as high as 400 steps/s; one step corresponds
to a grating rotation of 2 ^ rad. For each location of the
precision-screw mounting, the grating orientation is
indicated by a Veeder counter mounted on a shaft in
the gear train operated by the stepping motor. Calibra-
tion was accomplished by noting the positions of
absorption lines of known frequency on a recorder
chart turned by a stepping motor operated from the
master control circuit used to rotate the grating; the
spectrograph held its calibration for prolonged periods
and the grating-rotation mechanism proved to be highly
satisfactory.
The main vacuum tank is evacuated by a mechanical
pump with a molecular-sieve filter in the pumping line
between the pump and the tank; after evacuation to
10~2 torr, the pressure inside the isolated tank rose by
approximately 0.3 torr in one week. After two years of
operation there has been no apparent deterioration of
the optical components.
Radiant flux emerging from the spectrograph exit
slit 83 in Fig. 1 is incident on an interference filter
supplied by the Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc.; the
filter rejected frequencies higher than 3100 cm"1. The
off-axis paraboloid brings flux passed by the filter to a
focus on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled indium antimonide
photovoltaic detector operating with a matched pre-
amplifier, supplied by Texas Instruments; the Dewar
vessel in which the detector element is mounted can
be filled with liquid nitrogen through a copper tube
passing through a port in the vacuum tank. The pre-
amplifier output signal is further amplified by a
Princeton Applied Research narrowband amplifier,
whose output is displayed on a recorder chart.
The theoretical resolving power R = v/&v of the spec-
trograph is 120 000, where Ai> is the frequency difference
corresponding to the diffraction limit at frequency v.
By introducing small quantities of gas at extremely low
pressure into the main tank of the spectrograph, we
have tested the resolving power by observing closely
spaced lines in the spectra of CH4, C02, and CO. The
measured value of resolving power is 60 000 to 80 000
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when the signal-to-noise ratio is acceptable for use in
scanning.
In the present study, we used sufficiently large
spectral slit widths to ensure large signal-to-noise ratios
and confined our attention to the R branch of the v3
fundamental, because the P branch is badly contami-
nated by weak lines associated with isotopic molecules
and hot bands. Typical transmittance curves are shown
in Fig. 3, in which panel A shows lines near the center
of the band with pure C02 at a pressure of 0.18 torr and
an effective path length of 2000 cm in the spectrograph
tank; the labels on the lines give line numbers m = J-\-\
for lines in the spectrum of the abundant 12C16C>2
molecule, where / is the initial rotational level involved
in the transition. Panel B represents the spectral
absorptance in the same spectral region for COj at a
pressure of 3.27 torr in a cell 0.446 cm long when the
lines have been pressure broadened by the addition of
N2 to give a total pressure of 1 atm; we note that,
although the weaker lines have disappeared as resolved
lines, they contribute to the general background absorp-
tion and thus add to some extent to the uncertainties
of 5 and 7° values for lines near the band center. Panel
C shows spectral transmittance in the remote wing of
the band for a pure CC>2 sample in a 10-cm cell at a
pressure of only 20 torr; in this region weak lines make
little contribution to the absorptance.
TABLE I. Line strengths S, self-broadening parameters 7°, and
collision cross sections a for COz at 298 and 207 K.1
Line
number
m
ll>
3h
.$!>
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
45
47
49
51
53
55
5(298 K) T°(298 K)
7.7
22.8
37.1
52.3
62.1
71.2
75.7
78.0
77.7
73.1
71.3
63.8
60.0
52.6
47.1
41.4
34.2
29.8
24.8
19.7
15.8
12.5
10.2
7.56
5.80
4.60
3.25
2.24
92
103
115
87
92
85
97
86
97
82
78
89
87
87
83
77
80
74
70
67
63
60
56
53
55
<r(298 K)
148
166
186
140
148
137
156
139
156
132
126
144
140
140
134
124
129
119
113
108
102
97
90
86
89
V>(207 K)
202
190
198
179
172
157
181
143
172
149
155
167
130
143
119
119
138
129
109
98
88
83
86
81
91
<r(207 K)/
a(207 K) a(298K)
272 1.84
255 1.54
266
241
232
211
243
192
231
200
209
227
175
192
160
160
186
.43
.73
.57
.54
.55
.38
.47
.51
.65
.57
.25
.37
.19
.29
.44
173 1.45
147 1.30
132 1.22
118 1.15
112 1.15
116 1.29
109 1.27
122 1.37
?
u
•
E
+•*
.0
~
J
8O
7O
60
50
40
30
2O
10
j lT T
I* H I x1O
-
 } {\ {
i
I i
- i $
5 I
- $ § Y
?s *
D S
D
O
O
°°°0
•The units employed are as follows: S in cm"1/ (atm -cm), 7° in 0.001
cm~'/atm, and o- in 10~IB cm2.b
 The line strengths for these blended lines were calculated on the basis
of a band strength S* =2040 cm"1/(atm -cm).
9 17 25 33 41 49
LINE NUMBER (m)
FIG. 4. Measured line strengths 5 for lines in the R branch
of the vz fundamental of COz.
An all-glass manifold was used to handle the samples
in the present work; pressures were measured by means
of oil and mercury manometers. The gas leads to the
sample cells were kept as short as possible.
RESULTS
The results obtained for line strengths 5j(298 K) at
room temperature TR = 298 K are plotted as a function
of line number in Fig. 4 and are listed in Table I. The
results are based on measurements with samples for
which the Ladenberg-Reiche argument *<0.2. The
uncertainties are indicated by the error bars in the
figure.
The values of 5 in Fig. 4 are directly measured values;
however, we note from Fig. 3 that lines m — \ , 3, and 5
are actually blends of 12C1602 lines with weaker lines
associated with 13C1602 and with hot bands of the
abundant isotope. The measured strengths of the
blended lines are consistently much larger than those
to be expected on the basis of measured strengths of the
less-contaminated lines m = l to 55. The measured
strengths of the latter lines yield a band strength
5C = 2040 cnr'/(atm-cm) when substituted in the
Herman-Wallis expression.3 The line strengths listed in
Table I for m = \, 3, and 5 are values calculated
from the Herman-Wallis expression with 5B = 2040
cm~V(atrn-cm).
Since the combined strengths of the hot bands and
?3 for 13C1602 are approximately 10% that for the
12C16C>2 fundamental, our value of S, gives a strength
S're(!ion = 2240 cm~'/(atm • cm) for the entire spectral
region. This value is in complete agreement with the
Eggers-Crawford value13 of 2100±210 cm-1/(atm • cm)
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FIG. 5. Measured values of half-width parameter y" for lines in
the R branch of the i>3 fundamental of COZ for temperatures of
207 and 298 K. The indicated uncertainty for each point is the
sum of the probable error for measurements in the linear region
and the probable error for measurements in the square-root region.
for the region and overlaps the value 2500±400
cm~1/(atm-cm) reported by Burch el al:u
Line strengths Sj(207 K) for the low temperature
r = 207 K were computed from the room-temperature
values by use of
<2(298 K) exp(-Ej/kX2Q7 K)
X X , (7)Q(207K) exp(-£.//£X298K)
where Q represents the rotation-vibration partition
function at the indicated temperatures and / is the
rotational quantum number for the initial rotational
level with energy Ej. In using Eq. (7), we assume that
the line strengths are directly proportional to the
populations of the lower states involved in the transi-
tions and that vibration-rotation interactions are the
same at the two temperatures.
The values of the half-width parameters 7° obtained
at 298 and 207 K are plotted as a function of line
number in Fig. 5 and are listed in Table I; the value of
7° are based on the 5/(298 K) values listed in the
table together with 5(207 K) computed from Eq. (7)
along with measurements of equivalent width in the
vicinity of the square-root region with values of x>7.
The uncertainty bars in Fig. 5 represent the probable
errors of numerous measurements; they are considerably
larger for the low-temperature measurements than for
the measurements at room temperature.
The chief factors contributing to the uncertainties of
S and 7° are sampling errors in pressure measurements,
errors in planimetry in obtaining equivalent widths
from the recorder charts, errors in temperature measure-
ments, and possible nonlinearities of detector-amplifier
response. In the present study, uncertainties of 7° as
high as 30% are noted for some lines. These uncer-
tainties are to be compared with estimated uncertainties
as high as 26% reported by Madden1 for some lines in
the vi fundamental and with estimated uncertainties
as high as 11% listed by Burch el al.2 for the 02°3
combination band. Possible nonlinearities in the re-
sponse of the InSb detector used in the present work
cannot be entirely eliminated; Madden employed a
Golay cell and Burch used a PbS detector.
We note that, for all lines shown in Fig. 5, 7° is greater
for samples at 207 K than for samples at 298 K. For
lines with m> 5, there appears to be a gradual decrease
of 7° with increasing m at both temperatures. In Fig. 6,
we compare the 7° values obtained at room temperature
by Madden1 and Burch et al.2 with those obtained in
the present study; in view of the uncertainties involved
in the different studies, there seems to be fair agreement.
For the three bands studied, the values of 7° decrease
from approximately 0.12 cirr'/Catm-cm) for lines near
the band centers to approximately 0.06 cm-V(atm-cm)
in the band wings.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
On the basis of simple theory, the parameter 7° is
proportional to the mean collision frequency jc of a
molecule in a sample at atmospheric pressure; thus
T = [n(2kT/n] t< (8)
where n is the number of molecules per unit volume,
v=(2kT/^ is the mean relative speed of colliding
molecules, n is the reduced mass of the collision pair,
and a is the collision cross section. Because, from the
general gas law, P = nkT, we note that for the constant-
cross-section approximation in which <r is a constant for
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FIG. 6. Self-broadening parameters 7° for various rotational
lines in CO? samples at laboratory temperatures. Present results
are given by circles. Madden's results for the vi fundamentals are
given by triangles. The results of Burch et al. for a combination
band are given by the squares.
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each line
7°(7'1)-7V=7()(r2)7V
•(constant-cross-section approximation), (9)
where y°(T) is the half-width parameter for a sample
at Kelvin temperature T. Goldring and Benesch4 in
their studies of HC1, and Hoover and Williams6 in
studies of CO have noted the failure of the constant-
cross-section approximation.
In the present study, Eq. (9) predicts that
7°(207K)/7°(298K) = (298/207)*= 1.2. Comparison of
the measured values of 7°(207 K) and
 7°(298 K) listed
in Table I shows that y°(207 K)/7°(288 K)> 1.2 for
nearly every absorption line; thus we conclude that the
constant-cross-section approximation also fails for CO?.
We have used Eq. (8) to compute the collision cross
sections <r(298 K) and o-(207 K) from the measured
values of the half-width parameters. The values for
these cross sections are listed in Table I along with the
ratio <r(207 K)/(r(298 K). We note that the mean value
of the ratio o-(207 K)/<7(298 K) = 1.44, which is just the
temperature ratio (298 K/207 K) and the standard
deviation of ratios for individual lines from the mean is
only 0.18. Thus, we might conclude that the collision
cross sections are inversely proportional to the absolute
temperature,
o(Td-Ti=a(T t)-T+ (10)
However, we note that, despite the small standard
deviation, the ratios <r(207 K)/<r(298 K) in Table I do
not have truly random variations from the mean ratio.
For lines with m<!9 near the band center, the ratios
are generally higher than the mean, whereas the reverse
is true for lines with w>31 in the wing of the band.
Thus, we must regard Eq. (9) as only a rough ap-
proximation. We note further that the ratios
o-(207 K)/«-(298 K) are based on the mean values of
measurements involving large probable errors.
It is interesting to compare the present results with
Ely and McCubbin's beautiful study6 of the P-21 line
of 001-100 band of COa, in which they used laser
radiation tuned to the central frequency of the line and
measured absorption coefficients at numerous tem-
peratures in the range 300-420 K. Within their stated
limits of uncertainty, their results are in clear agreement
with Eq. (10) in the range 300-380 K but come into
some disagreement at higher temperatures. Thus, we
must at best regard Eq. (10) as a rough approximation,
which depends on the rotational states involved in the
transitions.
Yamamoto and his colleagues15 have recently
attempted to apply the Anderson-Tsao-Curnutte
theory16'17 to the problem of the self-broadening of
CC>2 lines. Since their parameters were based largely on
the work of Madden, their calculated 7° values for
300 K are in full agreement with the 7° values plotted
in Fig. 6. However, the Yamamoto values of 7° at 180 K
are in general lower than our measured values of 7° at
207 K. Closer agreement might be obtained by further
adjustment of the parameters employed in the theory.
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Broadening of Infrared Absorption Lines at Reduced Temperatures, II.
Carbon Monoxide in an Atmosphere of Carbon Dioxidef
LLOYD D. TUBES AND DUDLEY WILLIAMS
Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66502
(Received 13 September 1971)
The strengths of the rotational lines in the R branch of the CO fundamental have been determined at
temperatures of 298, 202, and 132 K by means of a high-resolution spectrograph. The results can be used
to determine line strengths at other temperatures by means of the Herman-Wallis relation or by considera-
tions of the populations of the rotational levels in the ground vibrational state. Parameters describing the
self-broadening and carbon dioxide broadening of CO lines have been determined at 298 and 202 K. The
results are compared with other recent experimental and theoretical studies.
INDEX HEADINGS: Infrared; Absorption; Spectra; Atmospheric optics.
Recent spectroscopic studies show that the thin
Martian atmosphere consists chiefly of carbon dioxide
along with a small quantity of carbon monoxide. In
order to make realistic estimates of the amount of CO
present from the observed infrared spectra, it is neces-
sary to know the line strengths of CO at Martian
temperatures and the broadening of the absorption
lines caused by collisions with the more abundant gas
CO2. Although it is possible to make valid computations
of line strengths at reduced temperatures from mea-
surements of line strengths at ambient laboratory tem-
peratures, corresponding computations of the widths of
absorption lines at reduced temperatures in terms of
ambient-laboratory-temperature measurements cannot
be made at present, because the molecular optical
collision cross sections are not the same at all tem-
peratures and cannot be calculated in any simple way.'~4
This variation of collision cross section with tempera-
ture presents a currently important problem in mo-
lecular physics.
The purpose of the present work was to measure
(1) the strengths of lines in the CO fundamental at
room temperature and at a Martian temperature with
the purpose of obtaining a set of best values for use in
calculations, (2) the corresponding line-broadening
parameters yaa° for CO self-broadening, and (3) the
corresponding line-broadening parameters 706° for CO2
as a foreign-gas broadener. The line-broadening param-
eter 7° is numerically equal to the half-width of the
applicable Lorentz line at a pressure of 1 atm; the half-
width at other pressures is y=y°p.
The experimental techniques used in the present work
are essentially the same as those employed in our recent
study4 of COz; we shall employ the same terminology
in presenting the results of the present study. In the
present study we measured CO line strengths 5 at
298, 202, and 132 K and we determined line-broadening
parameters yaa° and 70&° at 298 and 202 K. The gases
employed were of reagent grade and were supplied by
the Matheson Company.
LINE STRENGTHS
The measured line strengths S for lines in the R
branch of CO at a temperature of 298 K are given by
the circled points in Fig. 1, which is a plot of 5 as a
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FIG. 1. CO line strengths at 298 K in units of 10~2 cm'1/(atm
cm)sTF as a function of line number m. Measured values are
shown as circles; values calculated from the Herman-Wallis
expression with band strength 5»=242 cm-1/(atm cm)sTp are
shown as triangles.
function of line number m = J+\, where / is the rota-
tional quantum number for the initial level. In this
plot S rises to a maximum in the vicinity of m = 7 and
thereafter decreases with increasing m. The points for
m>2l are replotted on an expanded ordinate scale in
the figure.
The points shown as triangles in Fig. 1 represent
line strengths calculated from the simplified Herman-
Wallis expression5
T)-v, (1)
where £„ is the total band strength, ER(m) is the energy
of the initial rotational state, QR is the rotational
partition function for temperature T, and
v= E v m \ m \ exp[-EB(w)/£r]/()s(r) with
In this study, we have regarded the band strength 5r
as a fitted parameter and have used a computer pro-
gram to determine the value of 5» that gives the best
agreement between the measured and calculated values
for the individual line strengths Sm. The value of Sv
that gives the best fit for our 298-K data is 242 cm-1/
(atm cm)sTp; this value is to be compared with the
value 236 cm~y(atm cm)STp used by Benedict et a/.6
We note that all values of Sm calculated from Eq. (1)
agree with the corresponding measured values within
the limits of experimental uncertainty.
Figure 2 shows line strengths as a function of line
number for CO samples at 202 K with measured values
shown as circles and calculated values as triangles.
Because of the low values of Sm for large m, we have
used two ordinate-scale expansions, as indicated in the
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FIG. 2. CO line strengths at 202 K in units of lO"2 crrr1/ (atm
cm)sTp as a function of line number m. Measured values are
shown as circles; values calculated for band strength 5«=233
cm)sTp are shown as triangles.
figure. The band strength Sv = 233 cirr'/Catm cm)STp
gives the best fit between measured and calculated line
strengths.
The line strengths as a function of line number for
gas samples at 132 K are plotted in Fig. 3. For 132 K,
the best fit between measured and calculated values is
obtained with band strength SV = 2W cm"1/(atm
cm)sxp. The mean value of Sv for the three tempera-
tures is 228 cm-y(atm cm)sTp! the largest value £„
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FIG. 3. CO line strengths at 132 K. in units of 10~2 cm-'/ (atm
cm)BTp as a function of line number m. Measured values are
shown as circles; values calculated for band strength 5»=210
cm~V(atrn cm)sTp are shown as triangles.
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TABLE I. Nominal line strengths at 298 K.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
2.02
4.26
5.92
7.47
8.82
9.73
10.17
10.30
9.21
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
9.08
8.23
7.22
6.55
5.34
4.49
3.77
3.09
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
2.36
1.76
1.31
0.973
0.716
0.500
0.350
0.240
• Line number m =J +1 in the R branch.l>
 Line strengths 5 are in units of cm~V(atm cm)sTp.
is 6% above and the smallest value is 8% below the
mean value.
We note that the present best-fit values of £„ de-
crease monotonically with decreasing temperature. In
order to test the possible significance of this, we sub-
jected the earlier data of Hoover and Williams2 to a
best-fit analysis and obtained £„ values of 213, 225, and
236 cm-'/(atm cm)STp at temperatures of 300, 193,
and 153 K, respectively. Because this variation with
temperature is just the reverse of that obtained in the
present study, we can report no significant systematic
change of Sv with temperature.
The purpose of the present line-strength measure-
ments was to provide data from which line strengths at
reduced temperatures can be calculated. We have used
the present measurements along with those of Hoover
and Williams2 and Benedict el al.6 as basic data for two
sets of calculations; these data are supported by some
740 individual line measurements in the present study,
414 measurements in the Hoover-Williams study, and
a comparably large number of measurements in the
Benedict study.
One method of calculation is based on the simplified
Herman-Wallis relation given in Eq. (1), in which
vibration-rotation interactions are omitted. With the
use of a nominal band strength 5,, = 228 cm~Y(atm
cm)stp, we find that the rms deviation of the observed
line strengths Sm from the calculated line strengths is
8.4%. Thus, for the existing data, we find that Eq. (1)
0-16
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FIG. 4. Measured self-broadening parameters for CO at 298 K in
units of cm~l/atm as a function of line number.
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FIG. 5. Measured self-broadening parameters for CO at 202 K in
units of cm^'/atm as a function of line number.
can be used to good approximation in calculating Sm.
The poorest agreement between observed and calculated
values was noted at 132 K. Equation (1) with 5V = 228
cm~1/(atm cm)sTp should be used with caution in
computing line strengths at elevated temperatures
because rotation-vibration interactions may be ap-
preciable for large values of m.
A second scheme for determining line strengths at
various reduced temperatures can be based on the fact
that the strength of a rotational line in the CO funda-
mental is directly proportional to the population of the
initial rotational level. Thus, if line strength Sm is
known at 298 K, the strength of the same line at tem-
perature T can be determined from the relation
Sm(T) exp(-Ej/kT)/QR(T)
Sm(298 K) exp[-£j/*(298 K)
(2)
where Ej is the energy of the initial rotational state
and QR is the rotational partition function at the indi-
cated temperatures. We have used the existing data to
obtain a set of nominal values of Sm (298 K) for use in
in Eq. (2) for prediction of Sm at other temperatures.
By use of the nominal Sm values listed in Table I, we
find that the rms deviation of measured values from
the predicted values is 7.3%. Thus, Eq. (2) provides a
slightly better fit to the existing data than Eq. (1) with
a single value for S,.
Equation (2) can also be used to predict Sm values at
elevated temperatures for the lines listed in Table I,
provided that the vibrational partition function is
introduced; it gives no information for lines for w>25,
for which we have not determined nominal Sm values at
298 K.
COLLISIONAL BROADENING
The measured values of line-broadening parameters
are shown graphically as a function of line number in
Figs. 4-8. Each point in these plots is based on eleven
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FIG. 6. Parameters for broadening of CO lines by CO2 at 298 K in
units of cm~Vatm as a function of line number.
independent determinations. Although the experi-
mental uncertainties indicated in the figures are some-
what larger than the uncertainty estimates in some
earlier lower-resolution work summarized by Hoover,2
the use of a high-resolution spectrograph has resolved
certain paradoxes involving the widely differing values
reported earlier for the 7° values at 300 K for line m = \.
This line is actually a blend with the m = 15 absorption
line of the isotopic molecule 13CO; although the 13CO
line contributes little to the measured line strength, its
contribution to the measured 7° values can be im-
portant.7 After correction for the blended line, our
present results for m= 1 at 298 K give
7aa° = 0.101 cirr'/atm
and at 202 K give
7aa° = 0.154cm-1/atm.
The present results for the influence of temperature
on the self-broadening parameter yaa° are in general
agreement with the earlier results of Hoover,2 which
covered the range m=\ to 21. Both investigations
showed that the ratio of yaa° at approximately 200 K to
7aa° at approximately 300 K decreases from approxi-
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FIG. 7. Parameters for broadening of CO lines by COj at 202 K in
units of cm~*/atm as a function of line number.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of present values of parameters for COi
broadening of CO absorption lines with those obtained in earlier
studies, (a) The parameters for broadening at approximately
300 K; present results are given by circled points, those of
Varanasi by diamonds, those of Draegert and Williams by tri-
angles, and those of Crane-Robinson and Thompson by squares;
(b) the parameters for broadening at approximately 200 K. The
present results are given by circled points; the values computed
by Varanasi and Tejwani on the basis of the Anderson-Tsao-
Curnutte theory are given by diamonds.
mately 1.6 for low m values to nearly unity in the
vicinity of m = 20. In the present work we find that the
ratio is less than unity for m>22; this result is con-
sistent with Hoover's results at T=124K, at which
temperature the parameters yaaa for m> 14 are smaller
than the corresponding parameters at 300 K. For the
temperatures 202 and 298 K used in the present study,
the ratio 7aa°(202 K)/7ao°(298 K) = 1.2 is predicted on
the basis of the constant-collision-cross-section approxi-
mation ; the failure of this approximation is obvious.
Our results for the parameter 70&° for broadening of
CO lines by CO2 at 298 and 202 K are plotted in Figs.
6 and 7, respectively. After corrections for the 13CO
blended line, the values 7a&° = 0.136 cm-'/atm at 298 K
and 7oi>°=0.l86 cm-'/atm at 202 K are obtained for
m = \. The 298-K results in Fig. 6 indicate a gradual
decrease of jab0 with increasing line number m; the
ratio of yat,° for the lowest m values to yab° for the
highest m values is approximately 2. The values of
706° at 202 K plotted in Fig. 7 show a much more rapid
decrease with increasing m; the ratio of yab° for the
lowest m values to yab° for the highest m values is
approximately 3. The plotted values of 7ai>° in Fig. 7
actually show a slight increase as m increases from 12
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to 16; however, in view of the large experimental
uncertainties, no significance can be attached to the
apparent hump in the plot near m=l6. We note that
the ratio yab°(202 K)/7ai>°(298 K) ranges from nearly
2 for some m values to slightly more than unity at
m = 22 and averages approximately 1.5; the constant-
collision-cross-section approximation again predicts a
ratio of 1.2 for all lines.
It is perhaps of interest to compare the parameters
for CC>2 broadening with those for CO self-broadening
at the two temperatures covered in the present work.
At 298 K, the ratio yabn/yaan ranges from approximately
1.3 for w=l to 5 to approximately unity for m>20.
At 202 K, the ratio also ranges from approximately 1.3
for w=l to 5 to approximately unity near line m = 2\.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As we have indicated earlier, our results for CO self-
broadening are in general agreement with those ob-
tained by Hoover and Williams,2 who have given a
detailed comparison of their values of yaa° at 300 K
with the results of earlier investigations. Our present
values of yaa° at 298 K are in somewhat closer agreement
with the more recent values of Burch and Gryvnak8
and Kostkowski and Bass9 than with those reported
by earlier investigators.10'11
A comparison of our present values of yab0 for
broadening by CO2 at ambient laboratory temperature
with those of other investigators is given in Fig. 8(a).
For the range w=l to 8, the present values are in
excellent agreement with recent experimental results
reported by Varanasi12; for the range m = 9 to 18, the
present values of yatf are higher than those reported by
Varanasi. There is fair agreement between the present
results and those of Draegert and Williams13 over most
of the range of m; the present values of yab° are con-
sistently higher than those reported by Crane-Robinson
and Thompson.10
Although no values of 704° at 200 K are available for
comparison with our present results, we can make a
comparison with a set of calculated values. Varanasi
and Tejwani14 have applied the Anderson-Tsao-
Curnutte (ATC) theory to the problem of the broad-
ening of CO lines by C02. For a temperature of 295 K,
their computed values of 706° are in excellent agreement
with Varanasi's experimental values12 over the entire
range m=\ to 18. These authors have also attempted
to use the ATC theory in calculating yab° at reduced
temperatures.
Figure 8(b) shows a comparison of our present
experimental values of ya>,0 with the calculated values
of Varanasi and Tejwani. The calculated values are in
general lower than our measured values but fall within
our limits of experimental uncertainty for lines m=\ ,
3, 4, 5, 6, 19, 20, 21, and 22. The differences between the
observed and calculated values is greatest in the inter-
mediate region m=l to 18.
We recognize that the present work represents merely
a first step in an understanding of the broadening of CO
by COa at Martian temperatures and have given con-
servatively large estimates of uncertainty; in view of
the disagreements between earlier independent in-
vestigations of CO self-broadening at 300 K, we hope
that other investigators will check our present mea-
surements in the near future.
In order to provide data for comparison with ATC
calculations it is desirable to undertake measurements
of 7ot° for broadening of CO by various simple gases as
a function of temperature. Although the results of such
studies would not have direct planetary applications,
they might prove highly useful in the development of
readily and widely applicable theories. Even relative
measurements of line broadening as a function of tem-
perature, which can usually be more precise than
absolute measurements, could prove useful in providing
tests of the validity of the ATC theory.
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Foreign-Gas Broadening of Nitrous Oxide Absorption Lines
Lloyd D. Tubbs and Dudley Williams
We have measured the foreign-gas broadening coefficients for collisional broadening of lines in the »j
fundamental of N20 by He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, H2, D2, and CH<. These coefficients, which give the ratio
of the line-broadening ability of these gases to the line-broadening ability of Nj, can be used with recent
measurements and calculations of N2 broadening to obtain optical collision cross sections.
Introduction
Earlier studies1 of the total band absorptance of
telluric gases whose absorption lines are collisionally
broadened by nitrogen have shown that the equivalent
width of a band can be expressed in terms of absorber
thickness w and an effective pressure
Pe = Bpa + PN, (l)
where pN is the partial pressure of nitrogen, pa is the
partial pressure of the absorbing gas, and the self-
broadening coefficient B is the ratio of the line-broaden-
ing ability of the absorbing gas to the line-broadening
ability of nitrogen. If a gas other than nitrogen is used
as a broadener, the effective or nitrogen-equivalent
pressure can be written
e = Bpa + FP,,, (2)
where p6 is the partial pressure of the broadening gas
and the foreign-gas broadening coefficient F is the ratio
of the line-broadening ability of the broadening gas to
that of nitrogen. Values of F appropriate for use with
entire bands have been reported by Burch el al.*
In more recent studies Anderson el al.1 have deter-
mined self-broadening coefficients B(v) appropriate for
various frequencies v within the major absorption bands
of various atmospheric gases. Chai and Williams4 have
determined B(v) for individual lines in the R branch
of the CO fundamental, and Draegert and Williams5
have made corresponding measurements of F(v) for
various foreign gases.
Present Study
The present study is concerned with the determina-
tion of F(y) values for various foreign gases for lines in
the v3 fundamental of N20. The general procedure in-
The authors are with the Physics Department, Kansas State
University, Manhattan, Kansas 66502.
Received 6 August 1971.
volves first the introduction of a small carefully mea-
sured quantity of N2O into an absorption cell of length
1 = 5 cm to give a relatively small absorber thickness
w <~ pal and then the mapping of the absorption spec-
trum. Addition of a broadening gas to the original gas
increases spectral absorption A(v) as a result of line
broadening. The lower curve in Fig. 1 shows the spec-
tral absorption at a given frequency as a function of the
partial pressure pN of added nitrogen; the upper curve
in Fig. 1 shows spectral absorption for the same ab-
sorber thickness of N2O as deuterium gas is added.
For any particular value of fractional spectral absorp-
tion given by the ordinate in Fig. 1 the F value of the
deuterium broadener is given by the ratio of pressures;
i.e., F = pN/pi>, where pN and pb are the corresponding
partial pressures given by the abscissa in Fig. 1. We
note that the best values of F are obtained from the
ratios for which the pressures of the broadening gases
are sufficiently large to provide reliable separations of
the curves but sufficiently low to avoid saturation ef-
fects.
A Perkin-Elmer model 421 spectrograph was used
with spectral slit widths sufficiently wide to include
several adjacent spectral lines. In his CO studies
Draegert5 found that the F values obtained with wide
spectral slit widths are essentially the same as those
obtained with narrow slits in spectral regions where the
spectral absorption is not changing rapidly; for most
of the CO fundamental,-smooth curves drawn through
F values obtained for individual lines coincide with
the curves through the points giving the F values ob-
tained with broader slits when both curves are plotted
as a function of frequency. Exceptions to this result
were noted at the band center and in the remote wings
of the band, where the spectral absorption is changing
rapidly with frequency. We have used this spectral
averaging property of the spectral slit width in the
present study.
The gases used in the present work were of reagent
grade and were supplied by the Matheson Company.
All pressures were measured by suitable manometers
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Fig. 1. Measured spectral absorption at a given frequency for
a given absorber thickness of NiO as a function of the partial
pressure of the line-broadening gases D2 and N2.
attached to a gas-handling manifold similar to those
used in previous studies.
Results
The experimental results obtained in the present in-
vestigation are summarized in Fig. 2. Panel A of this
figure shows the spectral transmission of a sample of
pure N20 as observed with the broad spectral slits em-
ployed in the course of the work. We note that al-
though the dominant absorption in the indicated spec-
tral region is associated with the i>3 fundamental of
N214016, the actual absorption spectrum is not simple.
Whereas the R branch is relatively clean, the P branch
is badly contaminated by weak lines associated with the
vs fundamental of various isotopic species and by the
somewhat stronger lines of hot bands associated with
molecules initially in the first excited state of v2.
Plots of measured F values as a function of frequency
are given in panels B, C, and D of Fig. 2. We note
that the F values for H2 have their minimum values for
lines near the center of the major v3 band and rise
rapidly in the P and R branches; the sudden decrease
in F(v) suggested by the final points in the extreme
wings is probably an artifact associated with the failure
of our broad slit-width technique. The plots of F(v)
vs v for D2 and He also show minima near the band
center with generally increasing values in the P and R
branches and attaining nearly constant or even slightly
decreasing values in the remote wings.
For Ne the F value remains nearly constant at the
low value of 0.6 throughout the entire band. In con-
trast to Ne, the Ar, Kr, and Xe plots indicate a decrease
in F(v) as one proceeds from the band center through
the P and R branches into the wings of the band. The
decrease is least for Ar and greatest for Xe.
For the larger polyatomic molecule CH4, the F(v)
values fall in the range 1.2-1.3 throughout the entire
band.
Discussion of Results
If we assume that our measured values of F(v) are
indeed valid measures of F for individual rotational
lines in the vicinity of v, we note that F(m) increases
with increasing line number m for H2, D2, and He,
where m = J + 1 in the R branch and m = J in the P
branch, and J is the rotational quantum number of the
lower level involved in the transition. We note further
that F(m) does not vary appreciably with m for CH4 or
Ne and that F(m) decreases with increasing m for Ar,
Kr, and Xe. The present results for the monatomic
and diatomic broadeners are similar to earlier results
for CO5 and to the results obtained by others in studies
of the foreign-gas broadening of the rotational lines of
CO and HC1; these earlier results have been sum-
marized by Williams et al.f who note a connection be-
tween the F(m) vs m variation and the reduced mass
Ha, of the absorbing and broadening molecules con-
stituting the collision pair; the F(m) values increase
.with increasing m for pttt < paN but decrease with in-
creasing m for Ma& > VaN-
In order to use the measured F values in making
theoretical estimates of transmission, it is convenient
to make use of the Lorentz model of absorption lines
and apply the Ladenberg-Reiche7 function L(x), which
provides a measure for the equivalent width fA(v)dv
of a line; the argument x = Sw°/2wy, where vP is the
absorber thickness, S is the line strength, and 7 is the
half-width of the collision-broadened line. Kaplan and
Eggers8 have tabulated the values of L(x) over wide
ranges of the argument. The line strength depends on
the quantum-mechanical transition probability for
transitions between the initial and final states and upon
the populations of these states; at a given sample
1.0
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Fig. 2. Panel A shows spectral transmittance of a pure N2O
sample as observed with the broad spectral slit width employed
in determining F(v). Panels B, C, and D show measured values
of F(v) for various gases as a function of frequency; we estimate
that except for values in the extreme wings of the band, the values
of F(v) given by the points have an uncertainty of ±5%.
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temperature, S is independent of pressure for pressures
as high as several atmospheres. The half-width 7 de-
pends upon the mean molecular-collision frequency and
is therefore directly proportional to the pressure at a
given temperature.
According to simple theory, 7 = fc/2-n-, where the
mean collision frequency fc = nva, n is the number of
molecules per unit volume, v is the mean relative speed
of the colliding molecules, and a is the collision cross
section. Making use of the general gas law p = nkT
and the expression v = (2kT/n~)}, where n is the reduced
mass of the collision pair, we may write for gas samples
at the same temperature:
(3)
where cro6 is the cross section for collisions between the
absorbing molecule and broadening molecule b and
<jaN is the cross section for collisions between the ab-
sorbing molecule and nitrogen molecules. Once the
cross sections are known, line half-widths can be de-
termined for any pressure at the temperature in ques-
tion.
Thus far, <raN values for lines in the 1/3 fundamental
have not been determined by direct curve-of-growth
measurements for N20-N2 collisions. However,
Tejwani and Varanasi9 have used the Anderson-Tsao-
Curnutte theory to compute yaN and hence vaN for
N20-N2 collisions at laboratory temperature and have
compared their results with estimates based on earlier
experiments as summarized by Goldman et al.10 The
computed values of a-aN agree best with values based on
Goody's recent work11 on N20 bands near 3.9 /^m. If
the calculated values of <raN are accepted, the values of
F(m) obtained in the present work can be used to com-
pute <rat for collisions between N20 and the broadening
gases covered in the present investigation.
Tejwani and Varanasi9 have pointed out that direct
curve-of-growth measurements of line broadening for
N20 can be made with a spectrometer having a resolu-
tion of 0.05 cm"1 or less. Preliminary tests indicate
that our recently constructed spectrograph may indeed
prove satisfactory for the purpose; we have recently
obtained reasonably satisfactory results for C02 lines12
which have twice the spacing of N20 lines. It is also
possible that deconvolution techniques for collisionally
broadened lines can be developed to obtain line widths
directly from spectral chart recordings.
Although we did not obtain F(v) values for 02 in the
present study, an earlier study2 of total band absorption
gave an O2 F value of 0.83 for the v3 band and 0.72 for
the vi band. These measured values are to be compared
with the corresponding value of approximately 0.6 that
is obtained by taking the ratio of the calculated line
widths given by Tejwani and Varanasi.
This work was supported in part by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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The Optical Constants of Liquid Ammonia in the Infrared
Charles W. Robertson and Dudley Williams
Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66502
Abstract
On the basis of quantitative studies of spectral re-
flectance in the range 5100-350 cm and spectral trans-
mittance between 7000 and 875 cm we have determined the
real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of liquid
ammonia in the spectral region in which the two sets of
measurements overlap. We have also determined these opti-
cal constants in the range 5000-350 cm from a Kramers-
Kronig analysis of the reflectance measurements. The re-
sults of the investigation are presented in graphical and
tabular form.
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Introduction
In view of the presence of ammonia in the cloud cover of the Jovian
planets, a detailed knowledge of the optical constants of ammonia in con-
densed states is important to studies of the radiative energy balances of
these planets. Recent studies of liquid ammonia have included a precise de-
termination of its refractive index in the spectral vicinity of the D lines
1 23
of sodium and txro studies of its infrared absorption spectrum. ' In the
present study we have determined the real n and imaginary n. parts of its
refractive index- in the infrared.
Reflection Measurements
Figure 1 gives a schematic diagram of the reflectometer employed.
Radiant flux from the Nernst glower N is reflected by concave mirror M and
plane mirror M , which produce a magnified image of the glower at I.. . The
flux is then reflected by plane mirror M to concave mirror M,, which pro-
duces a still further magnified image !„ at the surface of the liquid am-
monia sample or the horizontal surface of a reference mirror. After re-
flection by the test surface, the-flux reaches concave mirror M^ and plane
mirror M,, which produce a final image I at the entrance slit of a Perkin-
Elmer Model 112 spectrometer; final image I~ is twice the size of the
Nernst glower. The reflectometer was designed to give an under-fill of the
spectrometer's optical system.
The angle of incidence of the central ray at the sample surface was 5 ;
the angles of incidence for the extreme rays in the converging flux cone were
9 and 1 . Thus, conditions for near-normal incidence were closely ap-
i
proximated. Image I at the sample surface had a linear magnification of 6,
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relative to the glower; the use of this enlarged image minimized dif-
ficulties due to localized heating at the sample surface. With I- at the
sample surface, small surface, waves can alter the fill of mirror M,. but have
negligible effect on the position of the final image !„; by making mirror
M larger than the mirror needed to accept all flux reflected from a
quiescent sample surface we attempted to eliminate the effects of surface
waves, which are produced by building vibrations even in our basement lab-
oratory. Having distance I~-M. greater than distance M -I reduces de-
focussing effects due to changes in the liquid surface caused by evaporation.
The liquid ammonia sample S in a shallow glass dish D and the reference
mirror M were housed side by side at the bottom of a pair of communicating
stainless-steel wells W mounted inside a hollowed block P of polystyrene
foam in the manner suggested by Fig. 2. The sample and reference mirror
were positioned in this way in an effort to equalize the amount of ammonia
vapor in sample and reference paths and thus to compensate for absorption
by ammonia vapor. The polystyrene-foam block was mounted on a cart provid-
ing lateral motion for positioning either the sample or the reference mirror
at !„ in Fig. 1. This cart was housed in a plywood box from which the
ammonia was gently removed by an exhaust fan and vented outside the
building.
The ammonia was Air Products' anhydrous grade and was taken directly
from the tank without further purification. Ammonia in the dish D in Fig. 2
was cooled to -45 + 2 C by rapid evaporation and remained at this low tem-
perature while measurements -were being made. While the sample dish was be-
ing filled, an aluminum baffle was inserted between the xvells in order
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to protect the aluminized mirror surface. Although liquid condensates were
formed on the cold well x<?alls, no identifiable spectroscopic difficulties
were encountered as a result of contamination of the sample by condensation
of atmospheric water vapor. In order to inhibit condensation on the ref-
erence mirror, we kept the temperature of the mirror somewhat above the
temperature of the surrounding walls; dissipation of only 3.5 watts in re-
sistors H was sufficient to prevent condensation. We detected no changes in
the spectral reflectance of ammonia during the useful life of a sample.
The techniques used in mapping spectral reflectance were essentially
4
the same as those used in our earlier study of water. Since the re-
flectance of ammonia is small compared with that of the reference mirror, we
used a rapidly rotating calibrated sector wheel to attenuate the flux re-
flected by the mirror so that, without change in amplifier gain settings,
we could compare sample and mirror reflectance from pen deflections on a
recorder chart. An auxilliary He-Ne laser was used to advantage during
leveling adjustments of the reference mirror to the horizontal. The absolute
reflectance of the reference mirror was measured from time to time by means
of an auxilliary Strong reflectometer.
The spectral reflectance curve in Fig. 3 is the smoothed result of the
average of 3 to 10 reflectance measurements taken at each of 220 different
frequencies. The reflectance curve shows typical dispersion features in the
vicinity of strong absorption bands near 3300, 1630, and 1058 cm and ap-
pears to reach a maximum at 350 cm , the lowest frequency for which we have
plotted results in Fig. 3. The probable error in measured spectral reflec-
tance is less than 0.001 except in the vicinity of the resonance features,
-4-
where the probable error is 0.002.
Transmission Measurements
In measuring transmittance we employed techniques involving a wedge-
shaped absorbing layer, which had been developed in our earlier work on
water transmittance. A concave mirror produced an intermediate image of a
Nernst glower inside the thin absorption cell; flux transmitted by the cell
reached a second concave mirror x^hich produced a final image of the glower
at the entrance slit of a Perkin-Elmer Model 112 spectrometer. By moving
the wedge cell laterally through the beam we could vary the thickness of the
absorbing layer without altering reflection at the cell surfaces. The
Lambert absorption coefficient a can be obtained from the ratio I/I-, =
exp [-a(Z-Z-)], where I and I- represent flux transmitted by film thicknesses
Z and Z_, respectively. The cell windows used in the present work were
polished rectangular CaF Crystals supplied by Harshaw Chemical Company; the
windows were 38.5 mm long, 19.5 mm wide, and 5 mm thick. The windows were
in close optical contact at one end and x^ere separated by a 25-ym aluminum
spacer at the other end.
The wedge cell C was mounted in a vacuum jacket as shown in Fig. 4.
The CaF windows were sealed to the .cell's aluminum end plates with General
Electric RTV-108 silicone adhesive. These end plates were sealed to the
body of the cell by TEC low-temperature ring seals; similar ring seals con-
nected the assembled cell to the stainless-steel reservoir R, which was
filled with liquid ammonia. The upper end of the reservoir was attached by
neoprene 0-rings to the heavy external body E of the vacuum chamber, the
end plates of which were equipped with CaF? windows W sufficiently large to
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transmit the beam of radiant flux required to fill the optics of the
spectrometer.
In order to minimize thermal shock to the cell windows we pre-cooled
the cell by filling the reservoir with liquid ammonia when the orifice be-
tween the reservoir and the cell was closed by teflon plug P. The filled
reservoir was allowed to stand for thirty minutes in order to bring the cell
sloxjly into thermal equilibrium with the liquid ammonia at its equilibrium
boiling point of -33.6 C. As in our earlier work we measured the thickness
profile of the absorption cell interferometrically; we made a thickness-
profile measurement prior to each set of transmission measurements with the
cell pre-cooled but unfilled.
When the teflon plug had been removed, the pre-cooled cell filled
rapidly; provided the cell windows x^ere clean, the absorbing layer was free
of bubbles. Admission of atmospheric water vapor to the reservoir was in-
hibited by means of a stopper in the top of the reservoir; ammonia vapor
emerging from a small hole in the stopper was removed from the laboratory by
an exhaust fan. Provided the liquid-ammonia level in the reservoir was
several centimeters above the orifice to the cell, there was no evidence of
water-vapor contamination.
The whole assembly shown in Fig. 4 was suspended from a cart which moved
on tracks parallel to the cell windows. The cart, driven by a synchronous
motor, moved the cell 30 mm laterally in 12 minutes; this time provided a
complete lateral scan of the absorbing layer and was long compared with the
one-second time constant employed in the amplifier-recorder system. With
the spectrometer set for a given frequency v, we obtained recorder traces
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giving measures of transmitted flux as a function of absorbing film thick-
ness Z; from these traces we determined the Lambert absorption coefficient
<x(v).
In spectral regions of weak absorption, where a(v) < 100 cm , it was
necessary to use thicker absorbing layers to determine a(v). In such
regions cells of uniform thickness can be employed; we used cells of thick-
ness 16, 135, 300, and 855 ym. The thickness of the thinnest of these cells
was measured interferometrically ; the thicker cells were assembled with care-
fully measured lead spacers.
Figure 5 gives a plot of the measured values of the Lambert absorption
coefficients; the curves represent the smoothed results of 3 to 10 indepen-
dent measurements taken at each of 215 frequencies. The probable error in
the values of a(v) given in the figure is less than 5 percent except at the
peaks of the sharp absorption bands near 3300 cm , where the probable error
is 10 percent. In addition to the strong bands near 3300, 1630, and 1058
cm , several minor absorption bands are visible in the upper panel of Fig.
5; these minor bands can be more clearly seen in the lower panel of the
figure in which the ordinate scale has been expanded by a factor of 10.
Optical Constants
The imaginary part of the refractive index at frequency v can be ex-
pressed as n.. = ca/4irv = Aa/Air, where a is the Lambert coefficient. If n.
is known, the real part of the refractive index can be determined from the
reflectance R at near-normal incidence from the Fresnel relation
O 0 9
nr = {(1 + R) + [(1 + R) - (1 - RrCn/2 + 1)]}/(1 - R) . (1)
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On the basis of our measurements off a(v) and R(v), we have determined n (v)
and n.(v) in the range 5000 - 875 cm
We also used the Kramers-Kronig relation for phase-shift dispersion
analysis of reflectance data to obtain n and n. from our reflectance data.
1/2
This relation states that, if the modulus p(v) = [R(v)] of the complex
reflectivity p(v)e is known for all frequencies, then
CO
2v £n p(v)
~2—2 dv- '
V - V
o
Although the value $(v ) is most strongly influenced by values of p(v) in
the immediate vicinity of v , values of p(v) for all frequencies must be
known if the K-K relation (2) is to be applied with rigor. Since our re-
flectance measurements were limited to the range 5100 to 350 cm , x^e made
assumptions regarding values outside this range. We assumed that the gentle
slope of the R(v)-vs-v curve in Fig. 3 was maintained from 5100 to
10,000 cm" and that R(v) was constant for v > 10,000 cm" . For v < 350
cm , we assumed that R(v) first decreased from its maximum value of 0.047
at 350 cm to a minimum of 0.029 at 110 cm and then rose to a value of
0.10 near 10 cm . Provided the assumed curve is smooth and is smoothly
connected to the meas red reflectance curve, the exact shape seems to have
little influence on the values of the optical constants
1/0
nr = (1-R) / (1+R-2R ' cos<}>) (3)
i /•->
n. = (-2R sin40/(l+R-2R ' cos4>) (4)
in the 5000-350 cm range. In making the K-K analysis we used a computer
program developed by Querry and his associates.
The values of n (v) obtained by the two methods are in remarkably good
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agreement over the range 5000 to 875 cm . The only serious disagreement is
in the vicinity of the minimum near 1100 cm , where the value of n obtained
from Eq. (2) is slightly less than unity and the value given by the K-K
analysis is 1.14. Figure 6 gives a plot of n (v)-vs-v; values of
n (v) given by the K-K analysis are given by the dotted curve in the vicini-
ty of 1100 cm . All values of n (v) for V < 900 cm are supported only by
K-K analysis. Linear extrapolation of the curve toward higher frequencies
leads to the value 1.335 + 0.005 obtained by Marcoux for the sodium D
lines. Table I lists values of n (v) at closely spaced frequencies; the
curve in Fig. 6 can be used in making interpolations. The uncertainty in
tabulated values of n is estimated as + 2 percent except in the vicinity of
1100 cm"1.
Our best values of n.(v) are plotted in Fig. 7 and listed in Table I.
Throughout the range from 7000 cm to the CaF_ cut off at 980 cm values of
n. based on the Lambert coefficient are given; as noted earlier, the un-
certainties involved are + 5 percent except at the band peaks near 3300 cm ,
where the uncertainty is + 10 percent. The K-K values of n.(v) at the
absorption maxima at 3300 and 1630 cm are consistently lower than those
based on transmission measurements, but agreement between the two sets of
values improves at lower frequencies. In spectral regions between the strong
bands, the K-K analysis gives small negative values of n.(v); in view of the
large uncertainties in R(v), these non-physical results are not altogether
surprising. The values of n.(v) given in Table I and Fig. 7 for v < 980 cm
are based on the K-K analysis and have an estimated uncertainty of + 15
percent.
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Discussion of Results
The frequencies and shapes of the absorption bands as determined in the
present work are in essential agreement with the results of earlier
2 3
studies ' of liquid ammonia at ambient laboratory temperature and high
pressure. 'By comparing the spectra of normal and deuterated ammonia with
the vapor spectrum, earlier investigators have identified the band at
3366 cm as the v_ fundamental and 3262 cm band as the overtone 2v,; the
v.. fundamental lies between the two but cannot be resolved in the spectrum
of the liquid. The v,, fundamental appears at 1058 cm and the v, funda-
_ 1
mental appears at 1631 cm in the liquid. The weaker bands that we have
observed for v > 3400 cm also appear close to the frequencies at which
Q
combination and overtone bands appear in the vapor spectrum.
The strong bar i at 385 cm and the weaker band at 785 cm are in a
spectral region not covered in earlier studies of liquid ammonia; the very
weak band at 2286 cm has been hitherto undetected. The bands at v < 1000 cm
are tentatively attributed to intermolecular motions. It is possible that
_1
the weak band at 2286 cm is a combination of v, with one or more inter-
molecular modes of vibration. It is highly desirable that the spectral
region v < 1000 cm be studied by transmission methods, since bands in
this region have been detected only by the K-K analysis of our reflection
data. Although no suitable x^indow materials are available for quantitative
studies of transmission in most of this region, polyethylene windows might be
suitable for survey work. Quartz windows could be used for v < 200 cm in
the far infrared.
The general agreement betx^een our present results and those obtained in
-10-
2 3
the earlier transmission studies, ' which were conducted with the liquid
ammonia in a closed system, gives added assurance that condensation of
atmospheric water vapor did not lead to spurious results in the preser. t
study. Until more precise values of the optical constants become available,
our values should prove useful in planetary studies. We are at present
adapting our techniques to studies of solid ammonia, which is probably the
major constituent in the cloud cover of the outer planets.
We offer our thanks to Professor Marvin R. Querry and his associates at
the University of Missouri, Kansas City, for valuable assistance in the
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the reflection data.
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Legends for Figures
Fig. 1 The reflectometer used for near-normal incidence reflectance
measurements. The final image I was located at the entrance slit of a
Perkin-Elmer Model 112 spectrometer equipped with a Reeder thermocouple;
LiF, CaF , NaCl, and CsBr prisms were used in appropriate spectral regions,
Fig. 2 The sample holder used for reflectance measurements. The liquid-
ammonia sample S in a glass dish D and the reference mirror M were located
at the bottom of a pair of connecting wells W of stainless steel, which were
embedded in a block of polystyrene foam P; resistive heaters H below the
mirror were used to inhibit condensation on the mirror surface.
Fig. 3 Spectral reflectance R(v) of liquid ammonia at near-normal incidence.
Fig. 4 The wedge cell used for measurements of the transmission spectrum of
liquid ammonia. The cell C was mounted below reservoir R; during pre-
cooling procedures the orifice between R and Cwas closed by teflon plug P.
The end plates of the vacuum jacket E were equipped with CaF windows W.
Fig. 5 The Lambert absorption coefficient of liquid ammonia in cm
Fig. 6 The real part n of the refractive index of liquid ammonia.
Fig. 7 The imaginary part n. of the refractive index of liquid ammonia.
Values based on the Lambert coefficient are repeated in the lower panel,
in which the ordinate has been expanded by a factor of 10.
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OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF LIQUID AMMONIA IN THE INFRARED
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